
$13,885,000 - 2500 6th Ave Ph 4, SAN DIEGO
MLS® #240001659

$13,885,000
4 Bedroom, 5.00 Bathroom, 5,000 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

San Diego, SAN DIEGO, CA

New Construction! This two-story,
custom-designed penthouse atop the iconic
Park Laurel offers the pinnacle of luxury
downtown living with sensational views of the
San Diego city skyline, the Pacific Ocean,
eastern mountains & Balboa Park. Accessed
through a private elevator, the entrance
welcomes you with meticulously cut Natural
Brazilian quartzite stone slabs on the lower
floor, seamlessly blending with hand-planed
and stained wood floors on the upper level.
Lighting takes center stage, guided by an
advanced Lutron-controlled whole-house
automated system. Custom brass in-wall
controls and smartphone integration
effortlessly manage lighting, with drywalled
can lights creating a seamless aesthetic. Cove
lighting adds a soft glow around columns and
ceilings, setting the perfect ambiance. The
residence boasts an integrated AV system with
concealed in-ceiling speakers for
uncompromised sound quality.
Custom-stained white oak cabinetry and wall
paneling, featuring toe kick and specialty
lighting, grace the space with soft-close
drawers and doors. Meticulously aligned wall
paneling exemplifies a commitment to
perfection. Custom 2 Â¼â€• thick solid wood
doors with a chevron pattern and concealed
hinges enhance the overall aesthetic,
complemented by solid brass door and cabinet
hardware for an added touch of elegance.
Roman clay plaster finishes adorn walls
without wallpaper or wood paneling,



harmonizing with level 5 drywall ceilings.
Electrical outlets seamlessly integrate for a
nearly invisible finish.

Built in 2003

Additional Information

City SAN DIEGO

County San Diego

Zip 92103

MLS® # 240001659

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 5

Square Ft 5,000

Lot Size 0.00

Neighborhood MISSION HILLS (92103)

Garages 3

Listing Details

Provided By: Pacific Sotheby's International Realty
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